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PRESS CONTACTS 

Paris, 7 July 2021
PRESS RELEASE

This transaction will enable the Monnoyeur Group to expand its range of services for
the construction, public works and industrial sectors. 

The Monnoyeur Group, a family business founded in 1906 by Henry Bergerat and
Francis Monnoyeur, provides its customers with construction equipment, notably
Caterpillar and John Deere, for which the Group is the historical importer. The
Monnoyeur Group also has two subsidiaries dedicated to the management of energy
and digital needs, Eneria and Arkance respectively. The group's turnover for 2020 was
€1.973 billion. The Monnoyeur Group represents some 6500 employees and is present
in 17 countries.

Created in 2001, GCS - Génie Civil Services develops technical solutions such as
remote control of tire pressure to optimize their longevity and reduce machine
consumption. Its strong commitment to numerous social and environmental projects
is part of the various initiatives of the Monnoyeur Group. 

By advising the Monnoyeur Group for this operation, Altana once again demonstrates
its expertise in strategic operations, through its ability to deploy the skills of its team for
the optimal conduct of the mission.

Altana's project team for this acquisition, was composed of Jean-Nicolas Soret, partner,
and Aurore Lacroix, attorney, in M&A, Pierre Lubet, partner, and Alexandre Véran,
attorney, in employment law, Jean-Guy de Ruffray, partner, and Elsa Chétrit, attorney,
for intellectual property matters, Amélie Pinçon, partner, and Gowthamy Vivekanathan,
attorney, for real estate and Lucie Giret, counsel, for commercial contracts.

Altana once again advised the Monnoyeur Group on the acquisition of
GCS - Génie Civile Services, the French leader in tires for civil
engineering.

ALTANA ADVISED THE MONNOYEUR GROUP ON
THE ACQUISITION OF GCS - GÉNIE CIVILE SERVICES


